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INDUSTRY 4.0: 
CORE COMPONENTS AND ASI SOLUTIONS
Understanding Industry 4.0, its impact on manufacturers, 
and proven industry solutions.
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The world’s three well-known industrial revolutions of the past — based on mechanization, electricity and IT — have 
paved the way for a fourth: that of today’s emerging Industry 4.0. This network-based approach to industrialization  
applies the “Industrial Internet of Things” or “IIoT” concept, and takes the next logical step toward ultimate smart control 

within the workplace, particularly for manufacturers.

Implementing pervasive intelligence throughout a factory pushes automation to new heights, enabling autonomous 
machines and smart products to interact and achieve blazing efficiencies, on-the-fly “batch of one” customizing, 
ultra-transparent quality assurance, integrated communications and more. Implementing Industry 4.0 can help  
manufacturers large and small continue to improve what might currently seem to be their own “maxed out”  
production speed, accuracy, quality and flexibility — all chief driving forces of competitive advantage, profit and 
even survival. As Industry 4.0 takes hold in the coming years and decades, the potential to impact virtually every  

aspect of the world’s economy is undisputed.

Let’s take a look at the main paradigm shift Industry 4.0 represents for manufacturers. 
Here’s a basic description of Industry 4.0:

Industry 4.0 implements a comprehensive intelligent network — or cyber-physical system — of smart machines and 
smart products that communicate with each other to direct their own actions during manufacture. Together these 
exchanges from product-to-machine (and back) help ensure maximized productivity, accuracy, flexibility, quality, 

efficiency and other related manufacturing variables that contribute to the bottom line.

Note that the machine is no longer the only intelligent network component. On a smart factory line, each product 
too carries its own identity, knowledge of its current location, history, status and route to completion (and likely even an 
alternate route). Taken a step further, with the Industry 4.0 network eventually expanded beyond the manufacturing 
floor to suppliers, shippers and others, the whole process — from placing an order to outbound logistics — can be  
seamlessly managed in real time. 

BY EMPOWERING PRODUCTIONS MANAGERS TO EFFICIENTLY
INTEGRATE AND CONTROL QUALITY ... QUALITY FINALLY GET
INTO THE RIGHT HANDS AT THE RIGHT TI ME.

INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRY 4.0
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INDUSTRY 4.0 REQUIREMENTS

Industry 4.0 components that might be new for 
manufacturers include:

•  An intelligent network: Linked machines, products,
systems, storage devices and more — all with smart
technology to autonomously exchange information
in order to independently affect and control one
another’s actions.

•  A single-source repository: Information and collected
data is stored and maintained in one secure location,
easily accessible through various authorized network
portals. This single-source approach eliminates the
dreaded “separate silos” of disjunct (and potentially
conflicting) data.

•  Integrated engineering: A “loop back” in the design-
to-production flow means designers/engineers can
receive crucial and timely automated feedback from
elsewhere in this process, and take steps to resolve
newly discovered issues.

BENEFITS OF INDUSTRY 4.0

The powerful behind-the-scenes wireless communications 
among various smart components in an Industry 4.0 plant 
offer several specific manufacturing advantages. These 
include:

•  Efficiency: The single greatest benefit an Industry
4.0 manufacturer will realize is time saved. Crucial
information (data collection, for example) flowing
regularly between smart components enables both
greater speed and higher quality, i.e. better overall
efficiency.

•  Profitable “on-the-fly” customizing: A smart factory
line ensures that last-minute modifications and
customizing are communicated throughout the
intelligent network. Even one-offs are managed
smoothly and profitably as part of normal production.

•  Faster development: Industry 4.0 paves the way
for the design-to-production process to be fully
integrated, with changes (or unexpected issues)
made transparent, fully linked and communicated
and implemented more easily in production. The
product life cycle shrinks.

•  Better quoting for jobs: Smart machines can more
reliably determine all required production steps,
increasing quote accuracy. This saves costs and
improves overall profit.

•  Predicted maintenance: Smart equipment can
manage its own maintenance schedule, predicting
the need for upcoming downtime prior to an issue
and preventing disastrous fallout.

•  A flexible factory: Intelligent modules and stations
can be easily changed out for the next design rollout
— and changed back again when necessary.

•  Better team support: Automated data collection and
other quality checks inherent in smart technology
help ensure reliable real-time monitoring right on the
line. Production personnel have more powerful tools
and information on hand to maintain both speed
and quality.

•   Predictive analytics: Modeling is used to find
regressions to optimize the manufacturing process
and reduce impacts from uncertainties
(i.e. predicting ‘time to failure’).

CHALLENGES IN INDUSTRY 4.0

Embracing the massiveness of Industry 4.0 can seem 
overwhelming, even to advanced manufacturers already 
using significant cutting-edge automation. For one thing, 
Industry 4.0 requires new equipment, or a retrofit of  
current equipment (which may be perceived as just fine 
“as is”). Either way, integrating smart technology on  
production lines can cost millions.

Industry 4.0 involves tremendous amounts of data,  
demanding a significant IT commitment to securely  
manage it all. In fact, with so many lean businesses  
currently outsourcing their IT resources, this new internal 
IT architecture alone may be a significant roadblock to 
Industry 4.0. Moving to an in-house smart network as  
the backbone of an entire business operation raises  
alarm bells about security — the network must be  
impenetrable at all times and at all costs. In fact, network 
security is considered today’s leading point of discussion 
about wholesale adaptation of Industry 4.0. A malicious 
hack, crash or other type of network mishap could have 
stunning company-wide ramifications. Taking on this risk 
requires levels of careful planning and informed  
decision-making that may seem out of reach.
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Along with capital investment and a sea change for IT, 
Industry 4.0 brings with it the need for adequate numbers 
of highly skilled workers to help implement (and oversee) 
myriad complexities and automated processes. With 
today’s “lean” trend toward outsourcing entire  
departments, even pulling together enough manpower 
may be a struggle and not yet part of the budget.

Lastly, if creating a smart factory seems too much for a 
manufacturer to consider, what about other crucial  
partners, such as suppliers, OEMs, logistics companies 
and the like? The full advantage of Industry 4.0 for global 
industrialization is realized only with parallel advances 
among these supporting partners.

IMPLEMENTING INDUSTRY 4.0 

In looking at the exciting advantages as well as vari-
ous issues we all face in adopting Industry 4.0, there is 
one overriding conclusion: we all need to get past the 
dream of wanting to somehow just jump in and excit-
edly resolve the entire implementation challenge all at 
once. As in, “We’re so glad we’re adopting Industry 4.0 
next month!” For one thing, requirements for Industry 4.0 
are just too comprehensive and unwieldy to consider 
tackling it all at once. For another, Industry 4.0 will likely 
take years to be commonplace. Lastly, Industry 4.0 
will never be “complete” anyway — it is a continuous-
improvement tool, flexibly changing and expanding its 
iterations as the world evolves.

A more reasonable view might be that  
Industry 4.0 is not actually a revolution at 
all, but rather an evolution. If so, its many  
features can be broken down into  
“modules” that can incrementally take 
hold in a manageable and logical  
process to suit short-term needs. This  
more conservative and cost-effective  
approach would also generate a natural 
momentum toward long-term goals.  
Before starting these modules: 

•  Define your overall strategic objectives
for implementing Industry 4.0. In doing so,
consider how your IIoT can transform your
products, processes and services not only
a year from now, but also five, 10 and 
even 20 years down the road.

•  Next, think through how IIoT can help
you continuously improve your people,
processes and technology to achieve
operational excellence.

•  Then, plan to put into place an operational architec-
ture made up of teams and leaders that incorporate
both IT and manufacturing operational technology
(OT). Your operational architecture should be robust
and flexible enough to tie together data, manage
IT and OT convergence and perform such analytics
activities as trend and regression analysis and next-
generation predictive and prescriptive analytics like
machine learning.

WHAT ARE THE TOP CHALLENGES YOUR COMPANY 
FACES IN DEPLOYING IIoT TECHNOLOGY?

(N=269, All Respondents)

Source: IIoT and Big Data Analytics: 
How Manufacturing System Architecture Is Being Transformed. LNS research.
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•  All the while, develop a business case for implement-
ing Industry 4.0 by noting how it can help you achieve
your broader strategic objectives, as well as overall
operational excellence and operational architecture.

At the point you understand how these simultaneous 
initiatives relate to one another, you’re ready to evaluate 
solutions to help you implement Industry 4.0. 

INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS FROM ASI DATAMYTE 

ASI DATAMYTE (ASI) has assisted a number of global
manufacturers who are moving toward a comprehensive
smart factory with Industry 4.0 initiatives. In our experi-
ence, even just a few steps toward a long-term move  
to Industry 4.0 prove to be a great start — we have 
“lived” this benefit time and time again as we witness 
our customers’ success.

Take a look at what we do to help guide and advise our 
customers to their best solution:

FIND THE “PAIN”: Walk the floor and focus on a chronic 
trouble spot that dogs a particular process with wasted 
time, labor and/or poor quality. A look at audit findings 
can also be revealing. Consider the costs-and-benefits  
in deciding what bite-sized pieces to take on. A  
deep-dive workshop with ASI can then yield a thorough 
analysis, which in turn points to manageable solutions.  

A few examples are:

•  Audit Process: A manufacturer regularly faced a time-
consuming audit process, where it took almost three
days to manually search for and record gauge read-
ings every week so that the data could be included
(despite its age) in a required monthly audit. By imple-
menting a pilot program to automate the collection
and management of gauge data (including auto-
mated reports), the obvious savings in time/money/
labor — not to mention the value of more timely data
— were easily calculated. This type of automation is a
good example of a sensible step toward Industry 4.0.

 •  Document Control: An audit showed that control
plans do not match inspection plans. ASI’s quality
planning module in Quality Data Assurance (QDA)
(which can resolve about 75% of audit findings such 
as these) automates the updating and maintenance
of such paperwork.

•  Data Collection: Manual data entry, use of Excel,
walking the floor with paper and pencil — these
error-prone timewasters all point to the need to
examine smart technology. Specifically, the QDA
solution collects, uses, distributes and manages data
automatically. The QDA solution not only allows for
large volume and velocity of data, but also for a
variety of data to be stored (e.g. images).

WHAT INFORMATION FROM THE PLANT ARE 
YOU COMBINING FOR BIG DATA ANALYTICS?

(N=30)

Source: IIoT and Big Data Analytics: How Manufacturing System 
Architecture Is Being Transformed. LNS research.
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WHAT ARE THE TOP IIoT USE CASES YOUR COMPANY 
WILL START PURSUING IN THE NEXT YEAR?

(N=249, All Respondents)

Source: IIoT and Big Data Analytics: 
How Manufacturing System Architecture Is Being Transformed. LNS research.
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